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0. htroduction 
A topological space X is c:al Ied Blumbe~ if for every real-value3 func- 
tion f: X -+ R, there is a dense subse:t D of X such that the restricGon of 
f to D is continuous. Bradford and GcFfman profiled in [ I!] that if a space 
X is Blumberg, then it is Baire and that if X is metrizable, the coxverse 
holds., It is not known whether a compact Hausidorff space need be Blum- 
berg. In this paper we show that under Lusin’s hvpothesis, there is a 
compiact Hausdorff space that fails to be Blumb&g. Even \rrrithout set- 
theoretical assumptjions (other than the axion of’ choice) awe construct a 
compact T1 non-Blumber,g space and a countably cornpa&, ordered (and 
hence normal Hausdorff) non-Blumberg space. 
1. Preliminaries 
All spaces areI completely regular unless noted otherwise. Yhe follow- 
ing lemma generalizes a, well-krown theorem far metric spaces. 1lwish to 
thank Professor K. Freiwaid for suggesting the prlsof. 
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Lemma 1 .l . St.q~ase A is rz dense subset of the space X, and f: A + R LY 
contlinuous. Khepz there is a G, -set Gi_f X such that f extends contin- 
uously to f. G + R. 
Proof. For each x e X, let 
o(x) = inf (diamCf(A n # : U is an open neighblorhood fx} . 
Let 
%I = (x E x: &J(x) < I/n) . 
Then CI* is open. Let G = n;;“,, 52,;GisaG,.ForeachxEG,the 
family 
{Cl,f(An !‘)n If(x)-l,f(x)+l]: Vaneighborhoodofx} h 
is a famzy of compact sets with the finite intersection property. Hence 
fl {Cl, f(A n P’) n Cf (x) - 1, f(x) + 1 I : V‘a neighborhood of x) # $3 . 
This intersection can contalii only one point since a(x) = 0. Let j?(x) be 
that point. Thenf”lA = f since for Q e A, 
f(a) E fl{Ci,f(A n V) n Iif - 1, f(x)+ I] : Va neighborhood of x). 
That fis continuous follows from the fact that o(x) =t 0 for all x cz cf. 
HeJlce fis the required fu.rction. 
Suppose the topologicA space X has cardinal at most c (= 2H9. Then 
X is called strongly non-Humberlg if for every one-to-one function 
$: JC + R and for every c?e:nse ubset D of _.Y, the restriction off to D 
fails to be continuous. 
Propw~tion 1.2. If X i,; 9 :i _+ rise-in-i!‘txlf, card (X) 5 c , and X contains a 
Bake subset B such th3 Q ew~y non-empty G6 of B has non-empty interior 
(iI2 B), then X is strtwgiy non-Blumberg. 
Proof. Let f: X -, R be an arbitrary one-to-one function. Suppose D were 
a dense subset of X such that f V2 (the restriction off to D) were con- 
tinuous. Extend f ID continuously to fi G + R, where G is a G, of X. 
‘IL%enGn BisadenseG,ofB.?aE;epEGnB.ThenpE {~EG~B: 
i’(x) =.6(p)). But (x E Gfj B: ,Fx) =f@)}, being a zero set of G n B is 
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a G, of G n B, and since G CI B is a G, of B, (x E G n B : f(x) =,T@)) 
is a G, of B. Mence 
IntB{xE GrTB:j?(x)=f”(p)} + Q, . 
But then 
Intc Cl, IntB {x E G n B : f(x) = f(p) f: $3 I 
Since D is dense in G, this means that 710 is identica!!Iy J’@I) on a ncrn- 
empty D-open set of LA This contradicts the fact that 11.D = f]D is one- 
to-one. 
Corollary 1.3. If X is dense-in-itself, card(X) 5 c ) and X contains Q dense 
&ire subset B such that B is a P-space in its rekztive topology, tken X is 
strongly nun-Blumberg. 
Corollary 1.4, If the &ire space X is dense-ln4seiK card(X) = c , and 
every non-empty 65, of X has non-empty interkw, !hen X is s0w2@“v 
non-Blumberg. 
Remaiak 1.5. The conditions of Corollary 1.4 do nert impIv that X is a 
P-space. In fact, there is a space Y satisfying the oorndi~no& f E. 4 which 
has no P-points. Y WGl be referred to In Remalrk 2!.4. 
H.E. White has proved ehe following result in [4] : 
Proposition 1.6. If X is a Zocully compact space such th,at every now 
empty G, of X has non-empty interior, then fbr ewy fbnction f: X' + R, 
such that card( f(X)) 5 M 1 p there 3’s a dense sulwf Y of X such that ,,f ID 
is continuous. In part&&r3 under the continulrm hypotlccesis, X is mC.Wn- 
berg. 
Corollary 1.7. Under the continuum hypw!he.sis y w hxUy compwt 
space satisfies the hypothesis of f 4. 
Proof. By 1.4 and 1.6, such a space would be botllli Mumber~g and strongly 
non-Blumberg. 
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A totally ordered set IT is called an ql-set if whenever A and R are 
countable subsets of T such that CI l < ii for every a E A, b E B, there is 
an x E Tsuch that a < x C b for every a E A, b E B. There is an VI-set 
E such that card(E) = C, and such. that the Dedekind completion C of 
E contains 2”’ points (see [ 2, pp<% 185-1891) Suppose C has the order 
topology. Let X0 be the two-pain’, compactification of C. (It will be 
shown elsewhere that X0, =: PC. ) Then card (X0) = 2”1. E is a dense-in- 
Yself P-space see [ 2, problem 13P] ). E is also Baire (see [ 3 1). Hence 
we have the following: 
Proposition 2.1. Under L,usin ‘s h~;pothesis (2” 1 = c ), X0 is a compact, 
Hausdorff (in fat t, to tally ordered) strongly non-Mum berg space. 
Proof. IJnder Lusin’s hypothesis, 1.3 applies. 
Leimma 2.2, Every non-empty G, of Chas non-empty interior. 
Proof. Suppose p E n> 1 G,, where each Gi is open in C. C oose intervals 
‘(al, bi) of C such that p E (ai, bi) E Gi and Qti, bi E E for each i. Then 
a < b for each u E {ai: i ~2 1, 2,_...) and b E {bi: i = 1, 2, . ..). Hence 
thereexistx,yWYsuchIthata<x< y< b foreachaE {ai: i= 1, 2, . ..) 
and b E {bit i Z= 1,2, . ..}. Then g# (U,y)C- “El Gi. 
Proposition 2.3. Under the con tirvuum hypothesis, X, is Blumberg. 
Proof. By 2.2, C satisfies the conditions of 1.6. Since C is dense in X0, 
X3 is Blumberg. 
Remark 2.4. The one-point compactification E* of E is compact and T1, 
and since it contains the open set E, which is strongly non-BIumberg by 
1.3, E* is strongly non-Blumberg. However, E* is not Hausdorff. 
emrk 2.5. The importance Iof 2.1 in terms of set theories in which 
basin’s hypothesis might fail Is that it shows that in order to prove that 
every compact Hausdorff’ space is Blumberg, set-theoretic assumptions 
(beyond the axiom of choice) must kie made. 
There are c countable subsets of E. countable subset A of fi, 
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choose Q E ClxOA. Let 
X, = E u (xAl : A E .E, _A countable:. . d 
ThenI&l=c. 
reposition 2.6. X, is a cotcrit~bl~~ corngact, normal, strotzg(v ~zon-lhn- 
berg space. 
Prod. E C X1 C X0. Hence X1 is dense in the order dense ordered slftt 
X0, so Xl has the order topology. Therefore X1 is nr )rrnal. The- dense: 
set E of X, has the property that every countable su ket has a limit 
point In X, . Therefore X, is pseudocompact. But P 3rlorma.l pseudo- 
compact space is countably compact. By 1.3, X1 is strongly non-Blum- 
berg. 
. Remark 2.7. Although the existence of P-points plays an important r 
role in ?A, fly9 where Y is as in 1 S, contains ra countably compact 
strongly non-Blumberg subspace which contains no P-points. 
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